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M
olecular biologists are remarkable 

people. I have come to know so many

during my career, and am lost with

admiration for their achievements. But this 

science often causes the investigator to lose sight

of reality. Most cell biologists never look at a 

living cell. These reductionist sciences have 

dominated our thinking. Indeed, if you search for

‘living cell’ on Google images, you hardly see any

– the search is dominated by small fragments of

dead cells. We should study whole living cells.

This current emphasis purely on molecular

biology is a mistake. It has led us all into a 

narrow side-road of understanding. It offers little

to improve our overall understanding of life and it

reduces humans to being something like

machines. In fact, in spite of 

regular claims to the contrary, no

machine can imitate a cell. 

If you break open a single

cell in a red algal colony, so

you’re left with the empty

and torn cell walls, the 

neighbouring cells sense what

has happened. They divide to

replace the missing cell contents,

which then sets out to realign and restore

the cell to its original condition. The broken cell

wall is brought back into alignment, and the

wound is invisibly mended.

I am often told that colleagues have developed

computers that can mimic living organisms. Well,

here is a test. They will have succeeded when the

following can happen...

Take three computers, linked on a network and

standing close together, and smash the middle one

with a hammer. Then lock the room, and leave it

sealed over the weekend. When you go back on

Monday, the central machine will be running 

perfectly, meticulously repaired, hardly a mark on

the case. When you can show me that system, you

will have constructed something that can mimic

the propensities of living algae. Until that day,

you haven’t. And algae are widely regarded as a

very lowly form of life ...

There are many cases in scientific literature that

are usually dismissed out of hand, but which my

concept of whole cell biology can explain. One is

the curious but well documented phenomenon

known as ‘cellular memory’. Examples have been

collated in a paper entitled Cellular Memory in

Organ Transplants for San Francisco Medicine

(http://www.med.unc.edu) by Leslie A. Takeuchi,

who cites the example of a seven-month-old boy

who received a heart transplanted from a 

16-month-old child who had suffered death

through drowning. The donor had a mild

form of cerebral palsy, mostly 

evident on the left side. The

recipient had not manifested

any such symptoms prior to

the transplant procedure, but

developed a similar form of

stiffness and tremor on the 

left side. 

In another case, a 47-year-old

man received a heart from a 17-year-old

and was surprised to discover a new liking for

classical music. He later discovered that the donor

had loved classical music and, indeed, had played

the violin.

A third example was a 29-year-old lesbian and

a devotee of hamburgers and hot dogs, who

received a heart taken from a 19-year-old woman

vegetarian who was said to be ‘crazy about men’.

The recipient later said that, following the 

operation, the idea of eating meat made her 

nauseous and she was no longer found women

attractive. Indeed, she had become engaged to 

a man.

One of Mensa at Cambridge’s key speakers this year will be

Brian J Ford. Here, in a brief preview of a ground-breaking

paper on cellular intelligence, he contests the widely held view

that everything in the body is ultimately controlled by the

brain and argues that in fact most cells are invisible to the

brain – and unconcerned with what the brain does...
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This year, Mensa at Cambridge is 30

years old and a special series of events is

anticipated to mark the anniversary.

Already a number of speakers have been

announced for the weekend – and there

will be more to come.

The famous five lined up so far are...

Brian J Ford: Brian chaired M@C 

for many years, and is a prolific research

scientist who has hosted many series on

radio and TV. Brian is an authority on

microscopes (he designed a space 

microscope with Heinz Wolff), and he is

the author of many best-selling 

books published around the world.

Chris Leek: The Chairman of British

Mensa and former Chairman of

International Mensa will give a talk on the

work of International Mensa. Chris

works in IT, as a Solution Designer on

BT's broadband project. 

Prof Emeritus Heinz Wolff: Will talk on

Bioengineering – a term he himself

invented. Prof Wolff has worked in the

design of technology based systems and

devices for 50 years. That work has

ranged from instruments used for 

biological research in the weightless 

environment of orbiting space craft, to

Tools for Living, the use of technology to

improve quality of life for elderly people.

Clare Blatherwick: Will talk on Pearls.

Clare graduated from St Andrews

University having written a dissertation

on the use of naturalism in the work of

Fabergé. She worked for a gemstone

merchant in London before returning to

Scotland to become head of the

Jewellery & Silver Department for

Bonhams. She has a deep interest in the

academic and historical side of her 

subject.

Frank Ryan: Will talk on Evolution, based

on his book Darwin’s Blind Spot. He

believes that while Charles Darwin's

vision of evolution was brilliant, natural

selection ignores a crucial force that helps

to explain the diversity and wonder of

life: symbiosis. 

Single cell

intelligence
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One of these persons wrote a book about her

experiences (Claire Sylvia and William Novak,

1997, A Change of Heart, New York: Warner

Books). Ms Sylvia had received a heart-lung

transplant and subsequently reported unexpected

changes in her personal preferences, including a

craving for beer and chicken nuggets, neither of

which she had liked before the transplant. Only

later did she discover that these were favourites

of her donor, indeed it transpired that the donor

had been carrying chicken nuggets in his jacket

pocket when he died in a motorcycle accident.

There is also the case of a young man who

came out of his transplant surgery and said to his

mother: “Everything is copasetic.” His mother

said that he had never uttered this neologism

before, but from then on he frequently used it. It

was later discovered that the word had been a

signal, used by the donor and his wife after an

argument, so that when they resolved their 

differences they knew that everything was 

amicable once more.

There have been many fanciful explanations of

what is happening in these cases. One book by

Pert claims that memories radiate from the brain

through a ‘psychosomatic network’ extending

into the body that travels ‘all the way out along

pathways to internal organs and the very surface

of our skin.’ She discovered neuropeptides in all

body tissues, and goes on to suggest that thoughts

or memories carried through receptors may

remain unconscious or can become consciously

perceived. (Candace Pert and Deepack Chopra,

1997, Molecules of Emotion: Why You Feel the

Way You Feel, New York: Scribner). The theories

centre on the brain, once more; the network of

pathways to which she alludes simply spreads

memory through the body though the brain is

clearly key. In my view, it is our obsession with

the brain as the centre of all vital activity that

leads us into such errors.

An alternative view is that living tissue may

have the capacity of memory. This is the 

conclusion reached by Pearsall after interviewing

some 150 organ transplant recipients (Paul

Pearsall, 1998, The Heart’s Code: Tapping the

Wisdom and Power of Our Heart Energy, New

York: Broadway Books). The phenomenon may

be misnamed, however. If an organ recipient

begins to develop a craving for foods much liked

by a deceased organ donor, this does not have to

be because of a ‘memory’ of behaviour in the

donated organ. I believe it may be that the 

genetics of the donor which may produce an

instinctive desire to consume specific foodstuffs.

It thus becomes easy to see how the propensity

could be reflected in the preferences of the organ

recipient. Since there is now an alien population

of cells within the body, it could be that their

presence induces genetically-mediated changes

that in turn lead to an altered sense of taste.

Notions like a psychosomatic network, or cellular

memory, seem counter-intuitive, but once we

envision the living cell as an autonomous entity

with its own sphere of influence, it becomes easy

to see how a new population transplanted into the

body could influence the preferences of the

whole organism. Invading populations in human

societies can radically change their preferences

(in Britain we are still living with the cultural

aftermath of the Norman invasion!) and so it is

with sentient whole cells.

Above: The neurons within the human brain

are always seen as generating intelligence

through the community of cells. If a single

algal cell can work out how to reinstate its

neighbour, it doesn’t make sense to me that

a neuron is essentially a binary switch! 

Opposite page: A kidney section from a

human patient. Kidney cells grow, replace

and organise themselves, and fight disease,

without control from the brain. Most cells in

the body are invisible to the brain and 

largely take their own decisions.

Left: Brian J Ford


